
S’more 

Stoichiometry



Definition: ‘Stoichio’ means 

element and ‘metry’ means the 

process of measuring. The mass 

and quantity relationships among 

reactants and products in a 

chemical reaction.



Problem: Given one bag of large 

marshmallows, what is the 

maximum number of S’mores that 

can be made? 

How many graham crackers and 

chocolate bars do I need in order 

to make the maximum amount of 

S’mores?



1. Write a chemical equations using the following 

symbols: 

Substance Symbol Mass

Marshmallow Mm 7.1g

Graham Cracker S 7.0g

Chocolate Pieces Or 3.3g

S’more S2MmOr3 31.0g

S  +   Mm+  Or ---->   S2MmOr3



2. Balance the equation: what does the equations 

tell us? For every 2 units of graham crackers, one 

marshmallow and 3 chocolate pieces we can make 

one S’more. The coefficients tell you the particle 

and mole ratio.

S  +   Mm+  Or ---->   S2MmOr32 3



3. Converting grams to units (or moles): Now 

determine the number of marshmallows available 

in the bag. If there are 283 g of marshmallows in 

one bag of marshmallows, how many 

marshmallows are there?

283gMm X 1 mole unit Mm

7.1g Mm
=

40 Mole Units Mm



4. Converting units (moles) of reactant to units 

(moles) of product: now, in order to determine 

how many s’mores can be produced, we need to 

know the ratio of marshmallows (Mm) to 

S2MmOr3’s.

40 units Mm X 1 Mole Unit S2MmOr3

1 Mole Unit Mm

= 40 Mole Units S2MmOr3

(Balanced Equation!)



Practice another part of the equation: Determine 

how many graham cracker units (moles) and 

chocolate units (moles) would be needed to make 

40 S2MmOr3. 

40 Mole Units S2MmOr3X 2 Mole Unit S

1 Mole Unit S2MmOr3

= 80 Units S



Practice another part of the equation: Determine 

how many graham cracker units (moles) and 

chocolate units (moles) would be needed to make 

40 S2MmOr3. 

40 Mole Units S2MmOr3X 3 Mole Unit Or

1 Mole Unit S2MmOr3

= 120 Units Or



5. Converting units (moles) to grams: When I go 

to the store, I can’t determine how many graham 

crackers or chocolate pieces are in the boxes of 

graham crackers or chocolate bars that I buy. I do 

know how much mass the boxes or bars have 

however. How many grams of each do I need? 

80 Mole units S X 7.0 g S

1 Mole Unit S
=560 grams S



5. Converting units (moles) to grams: When I go 

to the store, I can’t determine how many graham 

crackers or chocolate pieces are in the boxes of 

graham crackers or chocolate bars that I buy. I do 

know how much mass the boxes or bars have 

however. How many grams of each do I need? 

120 units Or X
3.3g Or

1 Mole Unit Or
= 396 g  of Or



Practice Problem: (Solve this one, then you can 

take a break to roast the marshmellows a make a 

s’mores and consume) We’ve isolated silver from 

silver nitrate in the lab by reacting silver nitrate 

solution with a more reactive metal, such as copper 

(II).  How much (in grams)  of silver is produced 

from 15 grams of Cu? 

Write and balance the equation: 

AgNO3 +Cu ----> Cu(NO3)2 +  Ag 2 2



Convert grams of Cu to moles of Cu: 

15g Cu X 1 Mole 

63.5 g 
= 0.24 moles Cu



Convert moles of Cu reactant to moles of Ag 

product:

0.24 moles Cu
X 2 moles Ag

1 mole Cu
=

0.48 moles Ag



Convert moles of Ag to grams of Ag produced: 

0.48 moles Ag X 107.9 g Ag 

1 mole Ag
=

52 grams Ag


